Abstract: Study of lid driven cavity problem has long been considered as a testing for
I. Introduction
Two dimensional study of lid-driven cavity has been studied over years due to its simple geometry and also this problem remains as a bench mark for the identification of complex flow behaviors. Mostly this problem finds more industrial applications like short dwell, spray coatings etc., and there are many a number of simulation works were reported on single-wall and two-sided-wall motion of lid-driven square cavity and bifurcations using different numerical methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . From the literature, it is found that very less amount of works have been reported on oscillating lid driven square cavity [10, 11] . The present numerical model is based on staggered grid system using finite volume method, which is not much reported in the literature. Inspired by this, the present paper aims to develop a computational model to investigate the flow in a oscillating deep liddriven square cavity using staggered grid based finite volume method.Firstly, the developed code will be validated using bench mark results of Ghia et al. [9] . Secondly, numerical simulations will be performed to observe the vortex behavior in oscillating lid-driven square cavity for fixed Reynolds number (Re=100) with one sided and two-sided (parallel and anti-parallel wall) lid motions. Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the physical domain representing single sided oscillating liddriven square cavity with top wall oscillating with varying velocity as a cosine function i.e., U cos(ωt), where ω is oscillating frequency and t is time period. The continuity and Navier-Stokes equationsare usedto study the fluid motion in a lid-driven square cavity which are shown below
II. Mathamatical Modelling And Numerical Procedure
(2) whereu is fluid velocity, ρ is fluid density, p is fluid pressure, µ is dynamic viscosity of the fluid.The continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are non-dimensionalised,using characteristic length (L c ) and characteristic velocity (U)which are shown in eqns. Finite volume method represents small control volume surrounding each point on mesh nodes. In this method, computational domain is divided in to elementary volumes and integration is performed at each elementary volumes. The main advantage of finite volume method is that these methods are conservative in nature compared to finite difference method performing discretization at only one single node.
In the present work, staggered grid based finite volume method is used for discretization of continuity and momentum equations.In figure 2 , a general node on staggered grid system is represented as (i,j). The velocity in x-direction is defined at nodes w and e as u i-1,j and u i,j . Similarly, velocity in y-direction is defined at the nodes s and n as v i,j-1 and v i,j . The pressure is defined at the center of grid as p i,j at the point P.
Here in this numerical strategy, the pressure Poisson equation is solved using successive over-relaxation method and first-order Euler-explicit method is used for time advancement to obtain the fluid velocities.
III. Results And Discussion
Numerical simulations are performed by developing a code in FORTRAN. Firstly, the developed code is used to study the fluid flow behavior in a lid-driven square cavity for Re=100 with only top wall moving with constant dimensionless velocity U=1. Fig. 3shows the comparison of steady state x-component velocity along the vertical centerline in the cavity at Re=100 between present and Ghia et al. [9] results. The agreement between present results and those of Ghia et al. [9] is excellent.
In this paper, we represent a deep cavity with aspect ratio 2.0 with finite wall motion at Re=100 which is shown in Fig. 4 . Figure 4 shows the formation of primaryand secondary vortex in the cavity. It can be seen that the primary vortex formation is due to the lid motion and it is penetrated only up to depth 1.0. It is due to the presence of adverse pressure which acts on the fluid, where as the secondary vortex which moves in counterwise of primary is due to the pressure and shear forces acting on the secondary vortex. From Fig. 5 it is noticed that at t=0.2T, the entire cavity is dominated by primary vortex moving in clock-wise direction and also it can be observed at corner small secondary vortices moving in counterclock-wise sense. At time t=0.35T the lid changes its direction due to this a secondary counter clock-wise rotating vortex can be observed near the top wall along with the primary vortex which is already formed before, which stops the penetration of the secondary vortex. As the time progresses counterclock-wise rotating vortex at the top of the cavity increases its size and primary vortex size keeps on declining. At the end of the first half time, that is up to t=0.5T, the counter clock-wise rotating secondary vortices keeps on increasing its mass by mixing with the primary and corner vortices. Further in second half time i.e. t=0.7T to T, the formation of vortices is reversal of the first half time.
Further, numerical simulations are done for the case of parallel wall motion with same cosine variation for amplitude=0.5 and = 2 6 for fixed Re=100. Fig. 6 shows the streamline patterns for the case of parallel wall motion. From Fig. 6 it is observed that, at time t=0.2T streamline patterns with two rotating primary vortices symmetrical to each other are formed from the centerline of y axis, which shows the similar behavior for the case of parallel wall motion with finite velocity. As the time advances (t=0.35T) the secondary vortices startsdeveloping at the top and bottom of the cavity due to the negative motion of lid as shown and the primary vortices which are already present starts reducing its size. Finally at the end of first half time (t=0.5T) the entire cavity is dominated by secondary vortices by mixing with the primary vortices, and similarly the second half time (t=0.7T to t=T), the formation of primary and secondary vortices is reversal to that of first half cycle (t=0.2T to t=0.5T). for fixed Re=100. Fig. 7 shows the streamline patterns for the case of anti-parallel wall motion. From the Fig. 7 at time t=0.2T to t=T, it can be seen that the streamline patterns with primary vortices are formed at geometric center and as the time progresses (t=0.35T) the secondary vortices starts developing at the top and bottom of the cavity due to the negative motion of the lid followed by reducing the size of primary vortices. At the end of first half time (t=0.5T) the entire cavity is dominated by secondary vortices by mixing with primary vortices, and at time t=0.7T to t=T the formation primary and secondary vortices is reversal that of the first half.
IV. Conclusions
In this paper, using a staggered grid based finite volume method a numerical study is performed to capture the fluid dynamics features of an oscillating lid-driven square cavity. First of all, the numerical code is validated by comparing our numerical results with that of the other researcher's results. Later, the flow is investigated for single wall motion with oscillating lid deep cavity. It is found that initially primary vortices occupy entire cavity and then slowly development of secondary vortices occur and entire cavity is occupied by the secondary vortices for first half time. In the second half time, the same pattern occurs in reversal manner due to lid changing its direction for fixed Reynolds number. Then, from the flow analysis for parallel wall motion it is observed that the streamline patterns with two rotating primary vortices symmetrical to each other are formed from the centerline of y axis. As the time progresses the development of secondary vortices at the top and bottom of the cavity can be observed and the primary vortices reduce its size. At the end of first half time, the entire cavity is dominated by secondary vortices and also a well mixing of fluid can be observed. Finally, from the flow inspected for anti-parallel wall motion it is found that the streamline patterns with primary vortices can be observed at initial time. As the time progresses the development of secondary vortices at the top and bottom of the cavity can be seen and the primary vortices reduce its size similar to that of the previous cases. Finally, we conclude that better mixing can happen for low Reynolds number using oscillation of wall motion.
